
 

Ikea in grey zone: company in discredit 
due to cheap Slovakian drivers 

 

Foreign drivers are hired through complicated constructions. They drive for too long hours 

and are underpaid. ©epa. 

Furniture seller Ikea uses a cunning method to lower the 

transport costs from Belgium to the Netherlands. Cheap Slovakian 

drivers are hired through a Belgian company, reports the Volkskrant. 

When the call for quotes finishes on 25 March 2013, wherein transport companies can compete to 

win the big assignment with the furniture company, the battle is actually already over. Ikea looks 

for a transport company that can provide the transport between the distribution centres in Belgium 

and the twelve branches in the Netherlands. The Dutch quotes have no chance at all. 

With gross wages of 2,100 euro, excluding bonuses, Dutch drivers lose against the foreign drivers 

hired through complicated structures. Ikea opts for a Belgian company that employs a local driver 

from a Slovakian interim agency via its Slovakian daughter company. 

On paper, this way of outsourcing is correct. In practice, rules are broken. East European drivers 

live in their lorry for weeks, if not months. They should at least spend one weekend every 

fourteen days outside their lorry. In addition, they drive too much in the Netherlands according to 

European law. They also often are underpaid. A Slovakian driver earns gross 420 

euro per month, as demonstrated from the contracts in possession of 

the Volkskrant. The flat wages are boosted with expenses to 1,300 

euro net. An experienced Dutch driver would earn 3,000 net in a similar situation. 

The Union FNV Bondgenoten that monitored the Slovakian drivers has complained 

to the inspection of the Dutch ministry of Infrastructure and Environment. Employers report the problem too. The 

inspection Life Environment and Transport starts talks with the FNV to examine how we will deal with this", says a 

spokeswoman. 

Ikea is not the only one to look for a cheap way to transport cabinets, sofas and kitchens. In 

Western Europe tens of thousands of cheap East European drivers are driving around in the 

meantime. The precise figures are missing. "Social dumping" says Edwin Atema of FNV. He 

demands of the inspection that "cheaters are punished and honesty is rewarded with fair 

and viable transport assignments." 

Ikea informs it has conducted its own investigation and has not discovered any 

irregularities. We also carried out random tests among drivers" says a spokeswoman in 

Sweden. "We know the problems in the sector and therefore have extended our code of 

conduct to transport. We consider it important that our products are made and delivered 

under good and fair conditions." 


